






Abstract 

 

The hierarchical structures of search topics, commonly defined in many search 

engines, such as the ACM digital library, the Google search engine, and the Yahoo 

search engine, etc, are used to organize information based upon their cross-topic 

relationships – where users take advantages to follow when seeking information. 

Yet our studies of cross-topic relationships, by investigating the subset of ACM’s 

and Yahoo’s databases, show that relationships among search topics not only 

occupy in the hierarchical structures, but also exist beyond these structures. 

Interestingly then, those relationships seldom described in some hierarchical 

structures in turn may assist searching. Inspired by these findings, a model 

encompassing search topics is developed and is called Search Topic Network, ST 

Net, which can be applied to a wide range of search applications. 

 

Is-child and is-neighbor relations, a main constituent of the search topic network, 

connect related search topics together. They at the same time portray different 

important roles when it comes to searching; the is-child relation helps those 

searching with only general concepts, whereas the is-neighbor relation provides 

fresh information enhancing serendipitous searches. To study features brought by 

the search topic network, and, more importantly, to demonstrate the adaptability 

of the search topic network to different applications, we have therefore applied 

them to the incremental relevance feedback, considering the accessibility of 

information, and the meta-search engine, focusing on information coverage. 

Experiments show that the search topic network does gain improvements in these 

applications, thereby illustrating cross-topic relationships are useful for searching. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

 

Librarians group similar books in the same book shelf, researchers quote closely 

related papers in their publications… These are daily examples showing 

information being organized in different manners, yet being grouped together as 

related. Understanding relationships among related information is of the utmost 

importance when it comes to exploiting and searching. But such relationships are 

often too vague to collect and to interpret. However, the relationships among 

documents, nowadays, are no longer intangible in the fact that connections 

between information, such as a hyperlink and a paper’s reference, are too easy to 

capture on the Internet. Much work [16, 26, 35] has been done based on the links 

among documents. Our research, on the other hand, takes the links to another 

level with respect to relationships among search topics. 

 

1.1 Motivations 

Web content is becoming larger and more complex; all one has to do is to launch 

one’s web browser to feel the vastness of the web. The traditional approach 
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matches users’ keywords to zillion documents. In any case, this is difficult to 

provide satisfactory result because of heavy computation power and ambiguous 

input of users. Eversberg [20], a library researcher, mentioned three types of 

searches which may give us some clues to enhance search effectiveness. To begin 

with, users know exactly what they need in a “known item search”. This kind of 

search is not easy unless users know one or two uncommon features of their 

search items. Very often, keywords provided by casual users are too general for 

search engines to provide accurate results, especially when searching in a large 

and complex database. For instance, “virus” can represent the one infecting not 

only organisms but also computer systems. In this case, search topics grouping 

those related documents can help clear up the ambiguity of the search. It may be 

one of the reasons why so many commercial search engines like Yahoo 

(www.yahoo.com), and Google (www.google.com) have classified their web pages 

into search topics. In fact, some search engines have even employed a new 

interface for the additional information – the search topic. But before all users 

could always choose the most appropriate search topics from the hierarchical 

structures which always contain a myriad of search topics, the current method of 

directly using the users’ guessed topic could certainly need some changes, which 

are the main purposes of this thesis. 
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Second, “subject search” represents the way of search that users start searching by 

subject. They do so since they don’t have very specific knowledge about their 

targets. Obviously, many digital libraries and search engines using hierarchical 

structures support this kind of search. Users can follow the structure where a more 

specific topic is usually placed in a lower position. However if users don’t start 

searching in suitable topics, it can be very time consuming to get answers through 

that structure. This situation is particularly so in most popular search engines, 

which typically contain over a thousand of search topics, where some search 

topics may even have very close meanings. It goes without saying that it is easy 

for users to get confused when tackling such a complex structure of search topics. 

 

Finally, “collection search” that takes little information about the search target is 

the most difficult one. Most search engines or digital libraries cannot provide 

satisfactory results to users who start searching with indirect features of their 

targets, leading only to less relevant information. Most greenhorns come across 

this perennial problem mainly because of the fact that people now obtain 

knowledge from many different channels – but at the same time they may get 

confused by various information sources. For example, papers on data mining 

may not be found exclusively in data mining journals. They may also be found in 
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information retrieval journals, in database journals, or even in mathematics 

journals. Therefore, it is not surprising that non-expert users may choose related, 

but not the most relevant topics at the beginning of their searches. Users may stop 

searching once they get irrelevant information. However, they may not be aware 

of the missing information elsewhere, since relevant information can often be 

scattered among many search topics.  

 

Relationships among related information, through which users can reach relevant 

information, even though one starts searching with not so direct features of targets, 

should be valuable because of the problems outlined above. The Semantic web 

[25, 51] for example, focuses on relationships between the related information 

from the content of web pages to provide semantic search. It makes use of an 

ontology [24, 52], a specification of conceptualization, to represent relationships 

of objects. However, defining delicate relationships among a huge amount of web 

documents is tremendously tough. We instead focus on relationships among 

search topics, which have long been considered by most search engines in the 

form of the hierarchical structures arranging search topics based on the principle – 

the more general the search topics, the higher the positions of search topics. 

According to our study, we discover, however, the hierarchical structures only 
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cover a portion of cross-topic relationships. These new cross-topic relationships, 

along with the relationships presented in the hierarchical structure originally, do 

work out ways to better a wide range of information systems. 

 

1.2 Design Goals 

Jansen [4] found that 62% of queries submitted to the Excite search engine 

contain only one or two terms. Users combining this technique with ambiguous 

keywords are unlikely to quickly find the documents they want. This situation 

improves, however, if they provide a search area. Well-defined search areas filter 

out confusing and unwanted materials, so users can find their targets more quickly. 

Some search engines like ACM (www.acm.org) and Google have also provided 

such a function, allowing users to restrict their search within a search topic. 

However, some may worry that users are not patient enough to provide extra 

information – some users habitually just input keywords. This problem can be 

solved by using the personalization where, an interest area, evaluated by plenty of 

techniques available, can be considered as a search topic. Moreover, the well 

developed text classification techniques classifying users’ keywords into some 

possible search topics effectively – which are good solutions to that issue. 

However, search topics estimated by the above methods are only a guess, where 
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there is every possibility that much useful information is not included. This is 

particularly so when users are unfamiliar with that subject. So, more critically, our 

thesis studies the problems after search topics are obtained implicitly or explicitly 

from users. 

 

Search engines making use of topics guessed by users directly may still turn out 

dissatisfactory results, because it is difficult for users to choose the most 

appropriate search topic from the hierarchical structures which contain over a 

thousand of search topics, with some of them having very similar meanings 

superficially. Consequently, users are easy to pick the wrong one. Worse still, 

relevant information is usually scattered among some search topics. Therefore, 

restricting search scope to a particular search topic seems to be only suitable to an 

expert user. Our research studying cross-topic relationships aims at solving these 

problems. 

 

Two kinds of search strategies commonly used when search targets are not clear 

constitute our search model. First, users are looking for something specific with 

only a very general idea at the beginning of the search. Under a hierarchical 

structure of search topics in which more general topics are always organized in a 
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higher position, users may spend some time to study web pages from general 

topics first. They then continue checking more specific topics among the 

hierarchical structures until a satisfactory result is reached. Obviously, 

relationships linking those general topics and specific topics together are useful in 

this case. Second, users just want to brainstorm and browse because they do not 

have any clear idea about their search targets. General cross-linking relationships 

connecting those related topics are helpful in the way that users may find relevant 

information in those related topics. To develop a search model encompassing 

these useful search techniques, belief networks, a probabilistic based casual 

reasoning tool, are employed to represent our search model called Search Topic 

Network, or ST Net, with search topics connected by the relations mentioned 

above. 

 

We apply our proposed model to some common search applications with different 

natures so as to demonstrate our model’s behavior. We believe that our model can 

improve the effectiveness of such searches. Since search topic networks can be 

looked upon as additional information to refine or expand users’ queries, 

relationships of topics can be used to look up those relevant documents organized 

in not-so-obvious topics; users usually are not aware of these “hidden” documents 
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because they are not familiar with the way search engines index the web in most 

situations. Furthermore, with the search topic network, a search scope can be 

narrowed down to related topics, thereby rendering scanning of the whole 

databases not necessary. 

 

1.3 Contributions 

Our case study on relationships among search topics, which surveyed the patterns 

of cross-topic hyperlinks in the ACM digital library and the Yahoo search engine, 

has revealed that a hierarchical structure covers only some cross-topic 

relationships. Instead of studying those delicate document-to-document 

relationships, we focus on the level of search topic where we found both similarity 

and differences between ACM and Yahoo. The reason being that, even though 

references of academic papers and hyperlinks of web pages have similar functions, 

the semantic meanings they carry are different to some extent. 

 

With the observations of topics’ relationships in the Yahoo search engine, we 

developed search topic networks in which search topics are linked together by 

either an is-child relation or an is-neighbor relation, and modeled in the form of 

the Belief Networks. These two relations, as mentioned, represent two kinds of 
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search strategy usually used when searching something uncertain. 

 

To reinforce the understanding of the search topic networks’ features, and to 

illustrate the ways the search topic networks can be used, the incremental 

relevance feedback and the meta-search engine, applications different in natures 

are chosen as a search model to demonstrate and to compare them with those 

without using the search topic networks. For the incremental relevance feedback, 

our search model takes search topics of documents into account, while the 

traditional approaches only consider contents of documents. The search topic 

networks play an important role to find all related topics based on users’ selected 

topics. All documents are then ranked according to their contents as well as their 

topics. Illustrated by experiments where the approach using search topic networks 

requires fewer search rounds to reach the highest precision of result lists, the 

search topic networks definitely improve the incremental relevant feedback 

approach. As for the meta-search engine, the search topic networks this time are 

used to tackle the search engine selection problem. All related and relevant topics 

for a query are found by the search topic networks, and these topics are considered 

as a critical factor for ranking search engines. In contrast, the traditional 

approaches usually trigger the search engine selection problem by heavily 
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studying search engines’ features through training queries – which can hardly 

understand all characteristics of search engines. Experiments show that the way of 

determining a ranking list with the search topic networks is an alternative solution 

where satisfactory results can still be retained, compared with the approach based 

on term frequency. 

 

1.4 Structures of Thesis 

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we discuss some 

related works in the areas of the search topics, and belief networks. 

 

Chapter 3 discusses the patterns found in the ACM digital library and the Yahoo 

search engine. Chapter 4 presents the methods to model search topic networks.  

Chapter 5 and 6 describe the introduction of the incremental relevance feedback 

and the meta-search engine, and how search topic networks can be applied to 

these applications. Experiments were carried out to illustrate the improvements 

made by the search topic networks. 

 

Finally, we have Chapter 7 to summarize our work, and outline some directions 

for future research. 
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Chapter 2  

Background and Related Works 

 

 

Search topics, together with other information of web documents, such as a title, a 

segment of contents, a URL, etc, are usually used to explain the results returned 

by search engines for every search. This combination of information, in which 

users can judge the relevancy of documents based on search topics of documents, 

makes a result list more readable – which is the most popular way for search 

engines to display information up till now. However, many still cannot get useful 

information easily as users do not always know uncommon features of their 

search targets indexed by search engines. The idea of incremental relevant 

feedback improving users’ initial trials of queries may be the solution for such 

concerns, making possible information in a database more accessible. 

Nevertheless, the problem of limited coverage by a search engine remains 

fundamentally unresolved, while information created on the Internet is expanding. 

The meta-search engine, using many search engines to maintain the coverage of 

information becomes an alternative choice for information seeking. 
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To forecast the best search result under uncertain circumstances, some techniques 

such as belief networks, fuzzy sets as well as neural networks enhancing the 

search results by considering relationships among the information should be 

investigated. Belief networks however have been chosen to construct our search 

model with some advantages illustrated in this chapter; this technique in fact has 

been widely used in many search application, such as document ranking, 

collaborative filtering etc. 

 

2.1 Search Topics 

Many search engines, such as Altavisa, Yahoo and Google, make use of search 

topics to provide more accurate / relevant information for users’ queries. These 

search engines assign documents to a hierarchical structure of search topic 

according to their properties, then return documents and their corresponding 

topics on result lists. Northern Light and WiseNut, on the other hand, just classify 

search results into categories. Visvisimo groups search results into clusters 

dynamically. No doubt, search results organized by search topics enhance 

readability and help users to easily judge the relevance of the document. Much 

work has been focused on search topics. Experiments by Kelly & Cool [36] have 

shown that strong familiarity with a topic increases searching effectiveness and 
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decreases reading time. Liu at al [41] also demonstrated  the advantages of 

making use of search topics in search engines. They have developed an algorithm 

mining topic-specific concepts and definitions based on some special information 

of web pages such as title, texts containing URL or email addresses, etc. These 

concepts and definitions which help users to understand the search topics in turn 

may assist users to select search results.  

 

Examples so far only explain the use of the search topics as complementary 

information for highlighting useful documents from a result list. Search topics, 

however, can group documents with similar properties together, to act as a search 

intermediary for improving search effectiveness. Chekuri et al [10] developed a 

user interface by using keywords with categories for search. With automatic 

classifiers in their system, web pages matched with users’ initial input of 

keywords and categories are classified into different categories automatically. 

Some search engines like ACM and Google also provide a similar function, 

allowing users to limit their search into a particular search topic through a pull 

down menu. Nevertheless, some users are not willing to put in extra efforts when 

searching. Liu’s approach [41] in handling such concerns, does not require users 

to give any information about search topics explicitly. Instead, it records users’ 
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histories so as to determine which search topic is the most probable for a 

particular search. Apart from using users’ histories, a search topic can be deduced 

directly from users’ search keywords as well. Many techniques such as term 

classification [21, 39], and different kinds of classifiers [12, 53] provide workable 

mechanisms on that problem, and these methodologies are also backing up those 

applications applying search topics to improve search effectiveness. 

 

2.2 Incremental Relevance Feedback 

Web-based personalization, such as commercial sites advertising products based 

on users’ buying patterns, has greatly complicated the work of search engines and 

other web applications. The Outride Personalized Search System [46], for 

example, uses information such as content interests, demographics, click streams, 

and search histories to provide personalized query results. Client-based 

architectures such as the CI Spider and the Meta Spider [9] provide further 

personalized analyses. It is a complicated matter to personalize searches, and one 

of the most difficult steps is the prediction of a user’s search purposes. Even 

though search engines may maintain users’ histories, it remains uncertain which 

part of the history is applicable to a particular search task. In any case, it is almost 

impossible to keep all personal information because of the heavy demands this 
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would make on processing time [32]. These problems can be effectively addressed 

by using incremental relevance feedback. This approach searches without 

depending on a user’s history heavily, using instead user feedback to retrieved 

documents to make the result list of the next search round more relevant. Similarly, 

Ingwersen [29] noted the importance of taking into account situational factors like 

user feedback in which, after reading documents returned by a search engine, 

readers choose certain documents. These choices are used to modify an original 

query for the next round of search. 

 

Previous work in the area of incremental relevance feedback [7] has focused on 

search accuracy, always assuming that users would themselves identify the 

relevance of the documents. However, it is unlikely that users are in fact willing to 

do so much extra work when searching. Therefore, White [56] developed an 

implicit relevance feedback system without users’ explicit involvements. 

Experiments showed that the result of that implicit approach is quite satisfactory 

with respect to the explicit feedback approach. Allan [2] found that the number of 

judgments has a proportional effect on precision. In other words, providing more 

judgments produces more accurate result, but it is extremely impractical to ask 

internet searchers to make large numbers of judgments. Iwayama [31] further 
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pointed out that a decrease in the number of judgments, from thousands to only 10 

to 30, produced a drop in search effectiveness of only 10%, with strong increases 

in search effectiveness when the number of judgments rose from less than 10 to 

30. Clearly then, acceptable results can be obtained using relevance feedback 

approaches and a small number of relevance judgments. Thus, an incremental 

relevance feedback approach is feasible and useful for improving search 

effectiveness. Given that most search engines have classified their documents into 

search topics, relevance feedback can therefore include not only the contents of 

documents, but the search topics of documents as well. By using search topics and 

contents of documents for query expansions, the incremental relevance feedback 

approach can be improved to some extent. 

 

2.3 Meta-search Engine 

No single search engine is able to index the whole WWW [37, 38]. Experienced 

users, in any case, are capable of choosing correct search engines for the 

information they seek. For instance, book buyers may use Amazon.com regularly, 

and computer science researchers may get accustomed to finding academic papers 

in the ACM electronic library. A meta-search engine [3] such as Dogpile 

(www.dogpile.com), Ixquick (www.ixquick.com), MetaCrawler [18], Profusion 
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[22], and SavvySearch [17], aggregates many search engines, including some 

which are not “crawlable”, but may be useful to a novice. Since not all search 

engines included in a meta-search engine are suitable for every query, search 

engine selection, similar to the database selection problem [57], becomes 

important for meta-search engines. This problem is usually addressed by 

establishing metadata, a sort of statistical data such as term frequency, and number 

of documents, etc. 

 

The CORI algorithm [8] for example, makes use of an inference network model 

and document frequencies to rank documents from different databases. Database 

merging strategies such as MRDD and QCC [19] decide the number of documents 

to be retrieved from different collections by the metadata approach, which makes 

use of some features of databases, such as term frequency, which are estimated by 

a set of training queries. A new query is then mapped into a query vector derived 

from metadata. Finally, the number of documents retrieved from each collection is 

evaluated by using the vector. 

 

Liu at al, [42] on the other hand, uses representatives of search engines. They tried 

to estimate the number of documents indexed by search engines and the maximum 
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weight of each term in the vocabularies of search engines, despite the problem 

that most search engines do not release this kind of information to the public. The 

combinations of statistical information are known as a representative of search 

engines, which is necessary for a meta-search engine when selecting useful search 

engines for a query. GlOSS [23], another example of using metadata, collects 

frequencies of words as indices of databases. A relevancy score is then calculated 

for each database representative (search engine) when a new query arrives.  

 

Metadata approach is not a perfect solution, even though it has been widely 

investigated and is seen as a promising selection algorithm. Because most 

databases do not disclose required information to the public, some approaches use 

sample queries to collect information from target databases to build estimated 

metadata. Yet this approach is only a compromise for the search engine selection 

problem, since the estimated metadata obviously could not fully represent the 

database. Better solutions to the search engine selection problem are needed. 

 

2.4 Belief Networks 

The Belief networks (Figure 2-1), used as a causal reasoning tool under the 

condition of uncertainty [33], are directed acyclic graphs (DAG) with conditional 
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probability distributions over a set of random variables. The DAG structures of 

the Belief Networks contain nodes and arcs: Nodes represent domain variables, 

whereas arcs between nodes represent probabilistic dependencies [11]. For 

example, “B→A” and “C→A” in figure 2-1 refer to P( A | B) and P( A | C) 

respectively. The Belief Networks have been applied to different search tools, 

such as collaborative filtering [41] and document ranking [13], etc. Some 

experiments [6] showed that the Belief networks outperform some traditional 

approaches like the Bayesian-clustering and the vector similarity methods for the 

purpose of assisting information seeking. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Belief Networks 
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Cohn [13] proposed a probabilistic model identifying hubs and authorities based 

on the citations of documents. They measured the authority of documents by a 

probabilistic approach. The Belief networks were used to model the relationships 

among citations, documents, and subjects. Experiments showed that their model 

outperforms the well-known Hypertext-Induced Topic Selection (HITS) 

algorithm. 



 

Popescul [47] has also developed a probabilistic model that is quite similar to the 

previous one, but from a different point of view. They combined the collaborative 

filtering and the content based filtering as a probabilistic model. Their three-way 

aspect model, which is built upon the Belief networks, considers these relations: a 

topic-document relation, a topic-word relation and a user-topic relation. The joint 

probability distribution of a user, a topic, a document and a word are calculated by 

using the Bayesian chain rule. The triple, a user, a document and, a word, 

representing the probability of user’s selected document with particular words, is 

a base for collaborative filtering. One common characteristic of these models is 

that they usually do not build any direct relations between words and documents. 

Instead, they use some other factors like a topic, or a citation to link documents. 

Traditionally, the similarity of users’ keywords and document contents is always 

used to judge document relevancy. Keyword oriented approach however decays 

gradually when the size of database becomes larger. 

 

2.5 Fuzzy Sets 

Fuzzy model describing input-output relationships has been effectively proven to 

be useful in non linear systems [55]. In fact, several kinds of models employing 
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various concepts from the fuzzy sets theory can be encompassed by the term 

fuzzy modeling, which can be seen as a framework for blending information of 

different nature, such as verbal rules and numeric data. Fuzzy sets are an 

extension of the classical set theory used in fuzzy logic. A fuzzy set is 

characterized by a membership-degree function, which maps the members of the 

Universe into the unit interval [0,1], where 0 means that the member is not 

included in the given set, 1 describes a fully included member, and the values 

between 0 and 1 characterize fuzzy members [27]. Mathematically, For the 

universe X and given the membership-degree function , the fuzzy set 

A is defined as

[ 1,0: →Xf ]

( )( ) }|,{ XxxfxA ∈= . 

 

Fuzzy set theory stimulates the research of information retrieval [14, 44] when it 

comes to the limitation of Boolean language, which is rather difficult for a user to 

formulate a simple Boolean based query – there is often no black and white in 

many complicated cases. Fuzzy set theory which provides a mechanism to model 

relationships among the document or keyword sets has been investigated in 

different ways for query construction; for example, Widyantoro [15] developed a 

fuzzy ontology-based abstract search engine by using fuzzy set theory. Their 

system uses a fuzzy ontology of term associations as one of the sources to suggest 
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alternative query terms. Experiments show that 29% of terms used in refined 

queries for relevant results are suggested by systems, indicating that the search 

effectiveness can be improved by using their approach. Likewise, Parry [45] also 

applied fuzzy set theory to query construction. They defined a fuzzy set of term 

with membership functions to indicate how close two distinct terms are, so as to 

construct a refined query for better results.  

 

Fuzzy models, as an approximate reasoning tool, has features similar to belief 

networks: Fuzzy model is mainly used to deal with the nonlinear problems, it 

follows the more human like reasoning paths than classical methods, and is robust 

inspite of the presence of noise or errors. Moreover, fuzzy model can also be 

expressed as a graph composing of nodes and edges. However, belief networks 

have strong adaptability supported by belief updating algorithms such as HUGIN 

[34], Shafer-Shenoy [50], and Lazy propagation architectures [43], providing 

effective mechanisms to update probability configurations when external evidence 

emerges. Besides, sensitivity analysis evaluating the influences of the probabilities 

of chance nodes when minor changes happen determines which evidence of 

change is in favor of, against, or irrelevant to hypothesis variables in focus. Thus, 

belief networks in the aspects of self learning and self updating are better than 
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fuzzy models which mainly supplies a formal tool to handle approximate or vague 

relations among information. 

 

2.6 Neural Networks 

Neural networks [54] mimicking a human brain to recognize patterns and to make 

predictions and decisions based on past experience are applied to the problem of 

pattern recognition and classification problems. The basic unit of neural networks 

is called neuron – same as a human brain – which provides an output by 

evaluating the cumulative effect of the input exceeding a threshold values through 

the activation function such as Binary sigmoid. The output referred as the 

activation of the neuron will be then passed to another neuron for further 

processing with the range dependent on what problems are being solved. 

Multi-layer Feed-Forward Neural Networks consisting of three layers typically – 

input layer, hidden layer, output layer as well – are often used for some 

complicated applications, but there is every possibility that more than one hidden 

layers are used because of the nature of problems and the design of systems. 

 

The process of searching information always involves the computation of various 

factors such as user profile, keyword and history, etc. Analyzing those 
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relationships with the most relevant information users look for, neural network has 

been used in the field of information retrieval. Neural Network-based Flexible 

Image Retrieval (NNFIR) system [28] determining nonlinear relationship between 

features for the purpose of improving the accuracy of similarity comparison 

between images is a good example. Instead of considering the single feature of 

images, NNFIR combines the features based on neural networks and generates a 

final set of retrieved images. Experiments show that recall and precision of 

NNFIR outperform the linear combining method by nearly 10%. In addition, Choi 

[48] applies the neural network model to relevance feedback by developing an 

neural network model where the weights used in extended Boolean queries can be 

adjusted by users’ relevance feedback. Using the concept of neural network and 

the p-norm based extended Boolean model, their system handles relations 

between concepts and Boolean expressions in which weight terms are involved. 

Experiments show that their neural network approach is superior to the feedback 

method in terms of average precision, which means getting more relevant 

documents. 

 

Neural networks and belief networks are used for similar purposes such as 

forecasting and classification but are based on different principles. Belief network 
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is a good knowledge representation compared with neural networks with a 

number of connected neurons. Arcs and nodes are used to describe prior 

knowledge and cause-effect relationships respectively. For example, if A causes B 

(A and B are dependent), we can present this situation as A→B, with an arrow 

directly pointing from A to B, visualizing the causal relationships between 

variables. Therefore, human can easily understand and interpret the network 

structures, given that the Belief networks representing the inter-relationships 

among attributes are self-explained, in marked contrast to neural network which is 

a black box approach. Most importantly, human experts can modify them to create 

different forms of predictive model as need, such as a decision network [33]. 

Belief network is therefore chosen to model our topic networks. 

 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter provides some background knowledge about our projects. A search 

topic helps to clarify ambiguity of the search. The incremental relevance feedback 

is a kind of search technique improving accessibility of information within a 

database, in which users are not required to provide very accurate keywords at the 

very beginning of the search. Meta-search engines deal with the problem of 

limited information coverage by integrating multiple databases of search engines. 
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Finally, we introduced some concepts about the Belief Networks, their related 

applications, as well as some advantages over other soft computing techniques. 

 

Our search model, ST Net, constituted by search topics in the form of the Belief 

Networks, is applied to the incremental relevance feedback considering data 

accessibility within a database, and to the meta-search engine which copes with 

the problem of data coverage by using multiple databases. 
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Chapter 3  

Patterns of Cross-topic Relationships 

 

 

When it comes to searching, we are now accustomed to using digital libraries and 

general purpose search engines to find information. Their documents are grouped 

together by using search topics, which means not only organization, but also 

information accessibility. Relationships linking related search topics should 

therefore be interesting. To understand cross references among search topics, we 

study the subsets of ACM, a digital library, and Yahoo, a general purpose search 

engine. Documents inside Yahoo and ACM are organized in a hierarchical topic 

structure on the basis of their contents. The “Software” branch, with 44 topics and 

13995 papers, and the “Computing Methodologies” branch, with 64 topics and 

12977 papers in ACM, were chosen for study. For Yahoo, we chose the 

“Computer & Internet” branch, with 1572 topics and 970083 web pages, and the 

“Science” branch, 1792 topics and 663138 web pages. Relationships in these two 

cases present different levels of semantic meanings. A hyperlink which may 

connect any kind of information is a loose connection, whereas a reference in an 

academic paper usually links to another highly relevant material in which 
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extended information can be found. Relationships between the topics are studied 

by counting the number of links, either as references or hyperlinks, between 

papers or web pages across the topics. The assumption is that the number of 

references between two topics indicates the strength of the relationship between 

them. The terms “Link” and “Reference”, are used interchangeably in the 

following discussion, referring to the connection between web pages or 

documents. 

 

3.1. Interrelated Branches 

Branches are interrelated. Figures 3-1 & 3-2 illustrate the reference distributions 

from “Software” and “Computing Methodologies” to all the other branches in 

ACM respectively. Figures 3-3 & 3-4, on the other hand, show the reference 

distributions from “Computers & Internet” and “Science” to all the other branches 

in Yahoo respectively. We found that the papers in the “Software” branch and the 

“Computing Methodologies” branch have references pointing to all branches in 

ACM. And “Computers & Internet” and “Science” in Yahoo have similar 

situations. According to these figures, it is clear that some relationships are 

stronger than others. For example, “Software” and “Theory of Computation” in 

ACM, “Computers & Internet” and “Business & Economy” in Yahoo are 
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comparatively stronger relations. The uneven distributions of branch relations 

shown in these figures do motivate us to study further the topics’ relationships 

within the branches. 
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3.2. Overall Distribution of References 
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We classified references into different types: “Ancestor” represents the links from 

a document in a descendant topic to a document in an ancestor topic in their 

hierarchical structure; “Descendant” is the opposite of “Ancestor”; “Self” means 

that the links point to the same topic; “Relative” is the link pointing to a relative 

topic – Non-parent topics and non-child topics in the same branch; “Outside” is a 

link to a topic belonging to a different branch. Refer to figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, and 

3-8. “Relative” and “Outside” are very significant in both ACM and Yahoo. More 

importantly, these types of relationship, which have not been thoroughly 
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considered by most search engines such as Yahoo, carry certain kinds of meaning 

between the topics which in turn may help in searches.  

 

It is somewhat surprising that “Ancestor” and “Descendant” are uncommon in the 

case of Yahoo (Figure 3-7 & 3-8). That seems to mean that web pages are less 

likely to contain hyperlinks pointing to the web pages in their ancestor and 

descendant topics. Academic papers tend to have significant numbers of 

references pointing to ancestor as well as descendent topics – which contrasts 

sharply with the case of web pages, where little or no such behavior is discovered. 

It may be a consequence of the fact that hyperlinks represent a much wider range 

of semantics.  
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Figures 3-9, 3-10, 3-11, & 3-12 show the proportion of the reference types that 

come from the strongest topic-to-topic reference in term of the number of links in 

each topic only. Their distributions are quite similar to figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, & 3-8 

respectively. The observations we presented in figures 3-5, 3-6, 3-7, & 3-8 are not 

likely to be caused mainly by accumulating abundance of weak topic-topic 

relations in a particular type of references. 

 

3.3. Reference Distribution by Level 

Reference distributions under different generalization levels show another 

significant difference in the ACM and Yahoo cases. Figures 3-13, 3-14, 3-15, & 

3-16 illustrate proportions of different reference types across the levels their 

branches contain. One interesting trend in the ACM case is that “Outside” 

references are much higher in the topics occupying on lower levels; papers on the 
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lower levels presenting more complicated knowledge are usually based on the 

foundations of various studies, which is partially supported by the phenomenon of 

interrelated branches mentioned in the previous session, implying that knowledge 

is interrelated, and so resulting in the increasing trend of the “Outside” reference. 

 

On the other hand, Yahoo does not show a similar pattern. Instead, the proportion 

of each type of reference remains nearly constant on each level. Again, we do 

believe that the nature of link is the reason for these differences. A reference of an 

academic paper is used to quote some useful information in a cited paper which 

supports or expands on the points made in the citing paper. But the relationship 

represented by a hyperlink between web pages is not nearly as strong as that of a 

reference between two academic papers. Moreover, although digital libraries and 

general purpose search engines have very similar functionalities, they are different 

in several ways. Basically, digital libraries are inclined to maintain topic-specific 

information in certain structural ways, and this information usually has a well 

defined format. For example, a typical academic paper should have a title, authors, 

an abstract, an introduction, and references as basic information. In contrast, 

general purpose search engines, playing the role of information gateway for all 

users, cover all information in the web as much as possible. As a result, it is 
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difficult to have a coherent structure in their heterogeneous collections. 
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3.4. Reference Distribution by Topic 

Figure 3-17 illustrates the reference distribution of the subject topic “Language 

Classifications” in the “Software” branch. The x axis of this figure represents all 

related topics connected to “Language Classifications” through cross references, 

whereas the y axis is the number of references connecting from the subject topic, 

“Language Classifications”, to its related topics. The total number of topics is 143. 
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This figure indicates that there are only a few topics with a high count of reference 

linked to the subject topic. And figure 3-18 is another example describing 

“Three-Dimensional Graphics and Realism” in the “Computing Methodologies” 

branch.  
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In figure 3-19, we use “News and Media” in the “Computers & Internet” branch 

to show the reference distribution in Yahoo, and the total number of related topics 

in this case is 4511. Likewise, figure 3-20 shows another example in the 

“Science” branch. Dotted lines in figures 3-17, 3-18, 3-19 and 3-20 indicate 5% of 

all related topics. It reveals that only very few of them, 5%, have significant 

number of cross-reference with the subject topic. In fact, similar results are 

obtained from most topics in both cases of ACM and Yahoo: it is usual that one 

topic may connect many different topics, but only a few of them have significant 
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number of topic-to-topic links. With uneven distributions showed in these figures, 

probability-based models are therefore suitable to represent the strength of 

relations when determining which relations are more useful for searching. 
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3.5 Summary 

General purpose search engines, such as Google, Yahoo, etc, collect 

heterogeneous information for all kinds of users; whereas digital libraries such as 

ACM, IEEE (www.ieee.org), etc, cater to advanced users who are looking for very 

topic-specific data. Partially because of the different natures of their collections, 

documents in both types of collections are connected by different forms of links. 

Cross references of academic papers represent connections of references among 

papers, whereas cross references in general purpose search engines are 

connections of hyperlinks among web pages. Both types of links are used to 
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connect related and useful information together, but on different semantic levels. 

Cross references of papers carry stronger semantics than that of web pages, since 

a paper usually quotes other papers by some well-established conventions. 

Semantic meaning of cross references among web pages is obviously uncertain on 

the other hand, representing the comparatively loose relationship between 

information. As a result, the patterns of cross references in digital libraries and 

search engines can be very different. Hyperlinks, to a certain extent, imply a 

superset of relations in which the papers’ references’ are included. Hence, the case 

studies of the digital library and the general purpose search engine show the 

behavior of links, from a highly semantic type to a loose type, revealing some 

useful observations for our further applications to information seeking. 
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Chapter 4  

Search Topic Networks 

 

 

Many search engines like Google and Yahoo manage information with directories 

composed of branches. These branches, representing some major subjects such as 

“Arts” and “Computer & Internet” in Yahoo, typically contain hundreds of search 

topics, which are used to classify and to organize web pages. For example, Yahoo 

has defined “Communications and Networking” and “Software” as search topics 

in the “Computer and Internet” branch for those web pages with corresponding 

contents. Obviously, a search topic in which all related and similar documents are 

grouped together is helpful in searching. Cross-topic relationships do even take 

that to the next level, which allow users to harvest relevant information with 

rough ideas at the beginning of the search. This chapter describes a way to model 

search topic networks, ST Nets, encompassing search topics and relationships 

among them. Some critical issues such as the computation of relations’ weight, the 

reachability of search topics, and the way to measure how one topic is related to 

another etc, will be considered. 
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4.1 Modeling Search Topic Networks 

Since past decade, many search engines have made heavy use of their search 

networks – the hierarchical structures of search topics. Users following routes like 

the one from Internet & Computer to Communications & Network to ATM in 

Yahoo can reach their destinations – relevant search topics – which contain 

information they want. Many follow this approach to reach information, perhaps 

because they start with only a very general idea, but believe the search targets 

should be located somewhere more specific. Without question, relationships 

among search topics representing a concept of parent and child topics are the 

prime of the structures. In our search model, an is-child relation pointing from a 

parent to a child search topic is described in the hierarchical structures. 

 

Complexity of information couples with interrelation of knowledge, results in the 

common uses of hyperlinks and reference links – a kind of shortcut joint relating 

information together. As reported in our previous studies in chapter 3, the 

phenomenon – a substantial number of links, hyperlinks and papers’ references, 

point somewhere different from the manner of the hierarchical structures – implies 

people also need search pathways which allow them to reach other related 

information for browsing and brainstorming. In our search model, we use another 
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type of relation called is-neighbor relation to account for this observed 

phenomenon. Referring to figure 4-1, where we have two branches of search 

topics, the link a, pointing to a sibling search topic, the link b, pointing to a 

relative search topic and, the link c, pointing to a search topic in the other branch, 

are examples of the is-neighbor relation. 

 

 

Figure 4-1 The way an is-neighbor relation connects search topics 

 

Uneven distributions, as presented in the previous chapter presented, are usually 

observed when the number of links connecting search topics are studied, leading 

us to believing that cross-topic relationships should be weighted to represent their 

differential importance, We propose as a logical choice to compute the weighting 

for both the is-child and the is-neighbor relation in a manner of probability, 

modeling the networks of search topics in the term of the Belief Networks – a 

probabilistic based casual reasoning tool [33]. This model encompasses search 

topics as a search topic network, ST Net, which can help users to find related 
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topics for searching through the relations among search topics. In this thesis, 

symbol P’ representing an approximate form of probability P is used to represent 

the belief of uncertain case. 

 

The weight of an Is-child relation is estimated based on the number of web pages 

within topics. Web pages, according to their contents, are usually grouped into 

search topics in search engines such as Yahoo which has assigned Sun 

Microsystems (www.sun.com) into “Computer System Manufacturer”. The 

number of web pages reflects how important a topic is; a more important topic 

usually contains more web pages and therefore is much more likely to be selected 

by users. Referring to figure 4-2, we suppose topic A.1 has A.1.1 and A.1.2 as its 

child topics, A.1.1 contains five web pages, whereas A.1.2 contains two web 

pages. We can safely assume that web pages in child topics can also be placed in 

their parent topics, as a parent topic is a general form of its child topics. By using 

this assumption, now A.1 contains seven web pages by summing up the number of 

web pages in its child topics. The weight P’( A.1.1 | A.1 ) of link from A.1 to 

A.1.1 is 5/7 , representing the belief (or approximate probability) of getting 

relevant results in a more specific topic (e.g., A.1.1) with a more general topic 

(e.g., A.1) as a starting point. In reality, what the user is looking for is in a specific 
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topic but the user has to start searching from a more general and familiar topic. 

 

 

              Figure 4-2 Is-child relations 

 

The weight of an is-neighbor relation between topics, on the other hand, is 

estimated by counting the number of hyperlinks connecting web pages across 

these topics. Since we believe that a hyperlink carries some semantic meanings 

between connected items, two topics connected with more hyperlinks are more 

related. Each link between topics is weighted in the approximate form of 

conditional probability. The heavier is the weight of the link, the stronger is the 

relationship between the topics. Figures 4-3 & 4-4 illustrate the way to calculate 

the weight of the is-neighbor relations between topics P and Q, provided that 

topics P and Q are either relative topics or topics in different branches. There are 

five links in P and one link between P and Q. Thus, the is-neighbor between P and 
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Q P’( Q | P ) is 1/5 according to equation 1. In our search model, this can be 

considered the belief (or approximate probability) that a related topic (Topic Q) 

contains relevant information given a user’s selected topic (Topic P). Users learn 

from many channels, and may not always start searching at the most appropriate 

topics. Even though the most appropriate search topics may have been identified, 

can one so confidently claim that all relevant documents must lie within? Isn’t it 

true that users benefit from more diversified but related information leading to 

unpredictable but possibly more interesting results which may broaden their 

horizons? Non-expert users may choose related but not the most relevant topics at 

the beginning of the search - which is a common occurrence. Moreover, in some 

cases, what they choose is even not what a parent or child topic can reach, so an 

is-child relation alone, at that time, could not help so much. But, an is-neighbor 

relation providing alternative suggestions may guide users to the “correct path” of 

the search.  

 

In the following chapters, two search applications – Incremental Relevance 

Feedback and MetaSearch Engine – are presented so as to illustrate the uses of ST 

Nets. To build ST Nets, we have borrowed Yahoo search directory for search 

topics and is-child relations. As for the strength of is-child relation, the number 
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web pages located in each search topics is collected by using programs to capture 

information from the database of Yahoo. Besides, to build is-neighbor relations, 

web pages inside the search topics will be further analyzed so as to find out their 

hyperlinks. Those search topics with web pages pointed by these hyperlinks will 

be collected and used to build an is-neighbor relation. Eventually, the ST Nets are 

modeled based on this method. Figure 4-5 shows a sample ST Net modeled in the 

form of the Belief Network, where topics are connected by weighted links. We 

assume that an initial search topic is given by either explicit or implicit 

approaches for every search, provided that some search engines have started 

providing new interfaces for users to input search topics, and text classification 

algorithms and personalization approaches are available to predict search topics. 

With an initial search topic as the first guess, related search topics found through 

the search topic networks, in turn may assist information seeking. 

 

Figure 4-3 Link Structure of P and Q Figure 4-4 Conditional Probability 
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Q and Pbetween link  ofNumber |' =P)(QP           (Equation 1) 

 

 

Figure 4-5 Search Topic Networks 

 

The basis for calculating the weight of the is-child relation and the weight of the 

is-neighbor relation is different: The weight of the is-child relation is calculated 

by the count of how many web pages, whereas that of the is-neighbor relation is 

calculated by the number of cross-topic references. As the general purposes search 

engines commonly used by majority of web searchers are of more value to be 

focused on, ST Net is built upon the observations of the Yahoo case in chapter 3, 

demonstrating that cross-topic references between parent and child topics are not 

obvious. Constructing significant parent-child relationships of search topics by the 

weak cross-topic hyperlinks is thus less feasible, which is the main cause to 

choose the number of web pages rather than the number of hyperlinks for the 
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strength of is-child relation. 

 

4.2 Properties of Cross-topic Relations 

Some properties of relations affect the way we model and use ST Nets constituted 

by topic relationships. In particular, relations can be “symmetric”, which 

considers a relation with a reverse direction, and for “transitive”, which allows us 

to deduce a new relation based on given relations. Mathematically, a relation R in 

a set S is symmetric provided that for x and y in S, we have xRy iff yRx. A relation 

R, on the other hand, is a transitive relation in a set S if for all x, y, and z in S such 

that xRy, and yRz, then we also have xRz.  

 

The definitions of is-child and is-neighbor relations are different, resulting in 

different properties. An is-child relation by definition is not a symmetric relation. 

Being both a child and a parent topic of one another topic is almost impossible in 

the hierarchical structures we have studied so far. However, when it comes to the 

reverse case of is-child relations, search targets exist in more general topics than 

those users guess. This situation, however, is less likely to happen, mixing up the 

meanings of topics with those upper topics is uncommon, as topics along the path 

starting from the topmost ancestor topic usually become gradually more specific 
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when moving down. It follows that users able to select one topic as an initial 

guess should at least have certain understanding to the meanings of that topic’s 

ancestors. Hence, it seems the reverse case of is-child relation, is-parent relation is 

not so critical, and we thus are not considering it at this stage. 

 

An is-neighbor relation is also not likely to be a symmetric relation. Since a 

hyperlink, a main constituent of an is-neighbor relation, is a one-way connection 

where web pages cited by another do not necessarily contain links pointing back. 

Thus, is-neighbor is also not symmetric as well. 

 

An is-child relation is a transitive relation by implication of its definition. Topics 

in a lower position along the path of is-child relations should always be a special 

form of their ancestor topics. With such structures of search topics, we believe that 

an is-child relation is transitive intuitively. In addition, the behaviors of 

connections illustrated in the next section can further imply this property of an 

is-child relation. 

 

Unlike the is-child relation, an Is-neighbor relation is not generally transitive. To 

investigate the transitive-ness of is-neighbor relations, we studied the possible 
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correlations between actual and projected weights of the relations. The actual 

weight refers to the calculation of the conditional probability between 2 topics 

(e.g., A C) as shown in equation 1, that is, the way we compute the weight of 

is-neighbor relations. The projected weight is calculated by multiplying the 

weights of topic relations where the object topic of one relation is the subject topic 

of another one, e.g., R1 (A B) and R2 (B C). 

 

To further explain the calculation of the projected weight, suppose we have the 

Belief network (A B C) formed by two relations: R1 (A B) and R2 (B C). 

Chance variables A, B and C represent the probability of choosing them as a topic 

of search. P(B|A) is as same as the weight of an is-neighbor relation we discussed 

previously. The joint probability of A and C, by the chain rule of the Belief 

Networks, is calculated from equation 2.1. Substituting P(A,C) given by equation 

2.1, marginalizing B out of P(B|A)P(C|B), P(C|A) is then given by equation 2.2 

and 2.3. Since we only consider the case where a topic is selected, the status of the 

chance values (A,C) are assigned and demonstrated in equation 2.4. P(C=y | B=n) 

in this equation, with a huge denominator regarding the condition of not choosing 

a topic B from the universal, is very close to zero 

(
)(

),()|(
nBP

nByCPnByCP
=

==
=== ), so the second part of this equation is 
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simply ignored. Equation 2.5 shows that P(C|A) is approximately equal to the 

multiplication of P(B|A) and P(C|B), this should intuitively reflect the weight of a 

relation A C, if the transitive property of an is-neighbor relation, from which we 

can deduce a new relation, generally holds. 
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)|()|()|( yByCPyAyBPyAyCP ====≈==       (Equation 2.5) 

where y and n represent the status in which a corresponding topic exists or does not exist 

respectively. 

 

In a case study (Figure 4-6), we have inspected 22686 relations among topics in 

the “Computer & Internet” branch. The area of distribution we present in the 

figure was chosen by using the mode of the value pairs of actual and projected 

weight from our data as a starting point for finding out another pairs nearby. The 

figure shows that the weight of actual relation does not provide any significant 

trend to respond to the changes in the projected weight. Correlation coefficient 
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(Equation 3) within a range from -1 to 1, can be either of positive or negative 

value to reflect positive or negative slopes respectively, where stronger linear 

relationships of data set always have correlation coefficient close to -1 or 1. Now, 

the correlation coefficient in our case is 0.387, indicating a quite non linear 

relationship between the actual weight and the projected weight. Therefore, an 

is-neighbor relation is unlikely to be a transitive relation. Table 4-1 summarizes 

all the properties of an is-child and an is-neighbor relation 
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Figure 4-6 Transitive property of search topic relation 
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of x, and y  is a mean of y. 

 

Table 4-1 Properties of cross-topic relationships 

An is-child relation Rchild in ST Net is not symmetric: 
For any is-child relation Rchild between search topic x,y in ST Net, we have 

xRchildy NOT⇒  yRchildx, given that yx ≠  

 

An is-neighbor relation Rneighbor in ST Net is not symmetric: 
For any is-neighbor relation Rneighbor between search topic x, y in ST Net, we have 

xRneighbory NOT⇒  yRneighborx, given that yx ≠  

 

An is-child relation Rchild in ST Net is transitive: 
For any is-child relation Rchild between search topic x and y, y and z in ST Net, we have 

xRchildy and xRchildy  xR⇒ childz, given that zyx ≠≠  

 

An is-neighbor relation Rneighbor in ST Net is not transitive: 
For any is-neighbor relation Rneighbor between search topic x and y, y and z in ST Net, we 

have xRchildy and xRchildy NOT  xRchildz, , given that⇒ zyx ≠≠  

 

4.3 Combinations of Topic Connections 
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For each search, we assume that initial guesses of search topics are extracted by 

either the users’ direct inputs or search topic classifiers. These initial search topics 

are then used to find related topics through the topic relations in ST Nets. Since 

search topics are connected together by either is-child or is-neighbor relations in 

the ST Nets, many possible combinations of is-child and is-neighbor relations can 

be formed, but we believe that the following types are potentially more promising. 

There are totally four possible types of connections (Figure 4-7) describing the 



way relations connect from an initial topic to its related topics, based on the 

properties of the topic relations mentioned before. 

 

The first type of connections, Descendants Oriented, includes the reflexive 

relation  for an initial topic (A relation R on a set S is reflexive provided that 

for any x in S, we have xRx), and those topics that are linked by is-child relations 

from the initial topics. And we assume that an is-child relation is transitive. For 

example, in figure 4-5, if topic A.1 is a topic guessed by users, then topic A.1.1, 

A.1.2, A.1.1.1, and A.1.1.2 are related topics of topic A.1, as all of them are 

connected by is-child relations directly or indirectly. In reality, users usually start 

searching with some basic ideas, thereby setting a general topic as a starting point 

of search. 

Θ

 

The second type of connections, Immediate Neighbor Oriented, is similar to the 

type one which contains initial topics, but it considers those topics connected by 

an is-neighbor relation. Suppose topic A.1.1 is an initial topic for a particular 

search, and topic B.3, which does not belong to the same branch of A.1.1, is also 

considered as a related topic. This connection formed by an is-neighbor relation 

provides some unconventional and related information in less familiar search 
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topics for users to browse. 

 

The third type is Neighbor Oriented. It considers those topics connected by an 

is-neighbor relation after a chain of topics connected together with is-child 

relations, in addition to those topics included in the Descendants and the 

Immediate Neighbor Oriented. This type does not have a restriction that related 

topics must be connected to an initial topic by an is-neighbor relation directly. 

Instead, it first gets the more specific topics from an initial topic through is-child 

relations, and related topics connected by these specific search topics through 

is-neighbor relations are also considered. This type of connections describing 

another way to find related topics can be expressed as “guessed topic, (<is-child 

relation>, topic)+, <is-neighbor relation>, topic” symbolically, where “+” 

represents one or many. 

 

The fourth type, Neighbor’s Descendants Oriented, not only considers those 

topics connected by an is-neighbor relation in the same manner of the previous 

type, but further takes specific topics from them via is-child relations. In fact, the 

Immediate Neighbor Oriented, the Neighbor Oriented and, the Neighbor’s 

Descendants Oriented all involve changes of search subject. That is, users switch 
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their interests from one branch of search topic to another. However, all these types 

of connections do not allow having more than one is-neighbor relationship within 

them, as an is-neighbor relation is a generally intransitive relation. For those 

connections with more than one is-neighbor relations, it is probably too remote to 

be of much help in searching. Symbolically, the new way to find topics can be 

presented as “guessed topic, (<is-child relation>, topic)+, <is-neighbor relation>, 

topic, (<is-child relation>, topic)+”. 

 

Θ

DO: Descendants Oriented:      {<Θ >, <Is-child +>} 

INO: Immediate Neighbor Oriented:  {<Θ >, <Is-neighbor>} 

NO: Neighbor Oriented:     {<DO>, <INO>, <Is-child +, Is-neighbor>} 

NDO: Neighbor’s Descendants Oriented:  {<DO>, <INO>, <NO>, <Is-child+,        

 Is-neighbor, Is-child +>} 

 

Where represents reflexive relation for an initial topic, * means zero or many, + means 

1 or many. 
 

Figure 4-7 Combinations of relations within ST Nets 
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With the properties of the is-child and the is-neighbor relations we defined in the 

previous section, four types of combinations which are used to find related search 

topics are concluded, deducing a new relation from an initial search topic to the 

last topic in combinations. For example, with a combination 

Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4, Topic4 is claimed as the related topic of Topic1, 



illustrating an implied relation between them: Topic1 Topic4. Therefore, 

estimating the possibility of that implied relation is a way to test the feasibility of 

these types of combinations. The approach, like what we carried out in the case 

studies testing the transitive-ness of is-neighbor relation, compares the weight of 

combination (e.g., Topic1 Topic2 Topic3 Topic4) by multiplying the weight of 

involved relations with the actual weight, and by directly finding an actual 

relation (e.g., Topic1 Topic4) in our collections. 

However, all types of combinations except the Descendants Oriented are mixtures 

of is-child and is-neighbor relations. An is-child relation, defined by human 

experts, and an is-neighbor relation, defined by hyperlinks, have different 

definitions, which hence steps up the difficulty level of experiments. More 

importantly, even though positive results are achieved, it merely proves these 

combinations can find related topics which also have some direct connections – 

possibly carrying semantic meanings – with the initial search topics. However, no 

clear conclusions are drawn whether information obtained from these 

combinations is reasonable in terms of human judgment. In other words, the most 

direct verification lies in human feedback to search applications supplemented by 

ST Nets. We therefore apply, in Chapter 5 and 6 respectively, the ST Nets to the 

incremental relevance feedback and the metasearch, which have different 
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characteristics, to understand the behavior of ST Nets. 

 

Assuming that search topics are deduced from users’ inputs, search engines, with 

these initial search topics, could save much time getting relevant documents by 

just considering information from these search topics. Also, result lists will 

become more readable, as information from other topics irrelevant is never 

considered. However, even though some information systems allow users to select 

search topics on their own, the guessed topics may not be as useful as our 

expectations. As users themselves are not familiar with the way search engines 

categorize information, they also may not be sure the most appropriate topics to 

select. To make matters worse, some search engines have defined many search 

topics with similar meanings that may confuse users. This means search engines 

can only use search topics as a reference for seeking users’ targets, as it is unlikely 

to tell if users’ targets are definitely located within which selected search topic. In 

other words, search engines cannot fully depend on these rough search topics to 

improve the accuracy of result lists, because they still need to consider 

information outside these search topics. However, with ST Nets, related and 

relevant search topics that are likely to be ignored by users can be brought back 

through the relationships of topics. 
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4.4 Estimations Strength of Related Topics 

Owing to the complex connections among topics, a chain of search topics, as 

defined by four types of combinations above, usually include many topics. Some 

of them, however, are obviously strongly related to an initial topic than others. 

Equation 4 calculates the strength of the connection from an initial topic X to a 

connected topic Y. Suppose there are m topics (N1, N2… Nm) in the connection 

between X and Y. In our current search model, we consider the four types of 

connections discussed above. The strength of Y w.r.t. X (Strengthx y) is calculated 

by using the joint probability of all topics involved in the chain from X to Y. 

Based on the chain rule of Belief Networks, the strength of Y w.r.t. X is calculated 

by equation 4. 

 

As mentioned, an is-child and an is-neighbor relation have different definitions. 

To compare the closeness of two topics that are connected to a topic with an 

is-child and an is-neighbor relation, normalization factorsα and β are used to 

normalize the weight of an is-child and an is-neighbor relation respectively. 

Therefore, the new weight of relation should be equal to multiplying its original 

weight (the weight of is-child or is-neighbor relation) by the corresponding 
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normalization factor (α or β ). In our current search models, we ignore this 

consideration by choosing both normalization factorα =β = 1. However, these 

factors reflect search orientations of users. For users who already have some 

general ideas about their search targets, the normalization factor of an is-child 

relationα should be higher than that of an is-neighbor relation because they want 

to get more information that may exist in more specific topics. On the other hand, 

for users who do not have prior knowledge about their searches, the normalization 

factor of an is-neighbor relationβ should be higher so as to retrieve some related 

and innovative topics for browsing. 
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where   
databaseNumber 

Xin  Number ) =P , Ni is the topic between a topic X and a 

topic Y, m is the total number of topics between a topic X and Y, P(Ni|Ni-1) represents either the 

weight of an is-child or an is-neighbor relation, ω is a normalization factor, it equals α  if 

corresponding relation is an is-childe relation, otherwise it equals . 

 

4.5 Summary 

We have introduced a method to model ST Nets, based on the observations from 

the findings mentioned in the previous chapter. Topics within the networks are 

connected each other through is-child and is-neighbor relations. These two 

relations represent two different kinds of search technique. An is-child relation 

linking parent and child topics together helps those users who require more 
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specific information with only some general information at the beginning of 

search. An is-neighbor relation, on the other hand, provides some related 

information for brainstorming and browsing. By using the concept of the Belief 

networks, topics are linked together with these relationships, and form ST Nets. 

This chapter also shows several calculations, such as the weight of relation, and 

the strength of one topic with respect to a given topic. 
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Chapter 5   

Application in Incremental Relevance Feedback 

 

 

Traditional relevance feedback techniques always take only the contents of 

documents as feedback to expand the query so as to better the results in the next 

round of search. In contrast, our search model combining the incremental 

relevance feedback and ST Nets considers both the contents and the topics of 

documents for the purpose of query expansion. This extra information, the topic 

of the document, is useful to define a search scope and to rank retrieved 

documents. In this chapter, we describe how to apply ST Nets to the incremental 

relevant feedback. Experiments and discussion will be presented in the following 

sections. 

 

5.1 Incremental Relevant Feedback using ST Nets 

Our search model makes use of the incremental relevance feedback and ST Nets to 

improve search result. In each round of result list, users have to judge the 

retrieved documents. Suppose topics of these documents are well defined – many 

search engines, in fact, have classified their documents into different topics. The 
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topics of such relevant documents act as initial topics. They are then used to find 

their related topics by using the topics networks described before. 

 

Referring to the figure 4-5, we suppose the user has identified a document 

belonging to topic A.1.1 as a relevant document. With ST Nets, all candidates of 

topics related to topic A.1.1 are found by using relations among search topics. To 

measure the extent of closeness between a topic and a given topic A.1.1, we make 

use of equation 4, using the chain rule of Belief Networks to estimate the strength 

of all candidates with respect to the given topic.  

 

All these related topics as well as the initial topic are used as a search scope for 

document search. Those documents which do not belong to the search scope are 

not considered in the searching. Besides, our search model has employed the 

incremental relevant feedback technique such as, F4, Rocchio [49], and Taylor, to 

modify an original query with users’ feedback. The modified query is then used 

for the next round of search within the scope of the related topics. These steps are 

done continuously until users are satisfied with the search result.  

 

Retrieved documents in each round are ranked by using equation 5, which takes 
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both the documents’ contents and documents’ search topics into account. RD is a 

document ranking function. It chooses the cosine similarity function, HITS, 

PageRank [30] or some other method, depending on the properties of collections. 

RC a ranking function for topics ranks topics based on how related they are to 

selected topics. The way to determine the strength of the relationship between 

topics has been mentioned in previous chapters. RC just ranks topics in order of 

strength. Documents are finally ranked in an ascending order as calculating by 

equation 5.  

 

Equation 5 considers two parameters γ and λ , representing respectively the 

influences of documents’ contents and documents’ search topics on ranking. We 

have done some case studies, in which we rank documents with different values of 

γ  andλ . Figure 5-1 shows the precision of result lists generated by evaluating 

some search tasks listed in table 5-1 with different combinations of γ  andλ  in 

equation 5. This case study, as the experiments discussed in the next section, uses 

the system presented in figure 5-3. The precision of result lists measuring the 

relevancy of documents is defined as the total number of relevant documents on 

result lists divided by the total number of retrieved documents. The combination, 

γ =2 and λ =1, is chosen since the maximum precision of result lists is obtained. 
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Where d1 and c1 refer to a document and a corresponding topic 
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Figure 5-1 The combinations of γ &λ , a

 

5.2 Experiments 

To validate the improvements to the search

search systems are set up. One uses the 

whereas the other uses the incremental re

Nets. Yahoo acts as an underlying search en

relevance feedback, term frequency (E

importance of the term in documents. The

expansion because of its accuracy and sim
1
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γ λB/  

nd corresponding average precision 

 model due to the use of ST Nets, two 

incremental relevance feedback alone, 

levance feedback supplemented by ST 

gine in both cases. For the incremental 

quation 6) is used to measure the 

 Rocchio method is chosen for query 

plicity. This method (Equation 7) takes 
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important terms from an original query and a relevant document set for query 

expansion. It also gets rid of those terms from an irrelevant document set. In our 

experiments, we choose 1, 3, and 0 as the values of parameter θ , σ , φ  

respectively. Some previous experiments [1] show that considering those terms in 

an irrelevant document set does not greatly affect accuracy. Moreover, these extra 

processes may increase the result waiting time. We therefore set the factor φ  to 0. 

Different combinations of parameter θ  and σ  evaluated for search tasks are 

listed in Table 1. The setting θ =1 and σ =3 gives the highest precision, and are 

used in this equation (Figure 5-2). 

 

i,D

i,d
di  freq

freq
W

max, =             (Equation 6) 

where Wi,d refers to the weight of the term i in a document d, freqi,d is the frequency of the term i 

in a document d, a max freqi,D is the maximum frequency of the term i in a document set D 
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where Qold is a keyword set of initial query, D is a relevant document set, D’ is an irrelevant 

document set, a document di ,dj is a vector of term, Qnew is a new keyword set calculated by this 

equation 
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perimental system. Two search systems 

e search algorithms. To determine the 
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first 25 documents through the Yahoo search engine because users are more likely 

to pay more attention to those documents on the first result page which usually 

does not contain more than 25 documents. 

 

Another search model, on the other hand, seeks information by using ST Nets 

supplementing the incremental relevance feedback. This approach takes both 

contents and topics of relevant documents as users’ feedback. The contents of 

relevant documents are used to modify users’ queries, whereas the topics of 

relevant documents are used to find their most related topics through ST Nets as 

described in the previous chapter. The way this search system modifies queries is 

exactly the same as the previous one, except that this search system also takes the 

document topics into account. As mentioned, related topics chosen from ST Nets 

are used as a search scope for further processing. Thus, the system submits 

modified queries and takes a maximum of fifty documents that belong to the 

related topics from ST Nets through the Yahoo search engine, while documents 

from irrelevant topics are filtered out. Being ranked according to equation 5, these 

retrieved documents are rearranged and sent to users. RD in equation 5 refers to 

the Yahoo’s original document ranking algorithm in our experiments. If the 

number of retrieved document exceeds 25, only the first 25 documents will be 
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returned for further judging. Again, users have to accomplish tasks listed in Table 

5-1 by using this system, and award a mark for each retrieved document. To 

illustrate our systems more clearly, tables 5-2, 5-3, and 5-4 demonstrate examples 

of search topics and query terms in the first three search rounds for search task 

“Virus” mentioned in table 5-1. 

 

 

Figure 5-3 User Interface of Relevance Feed Query System 

 

 

Table 5-1 Question Table with initial query 

 Task Initial Query 

T1 Find some viruses that attack web servers. Web pages 
should include descriptions of and solution for the viruses. 

Virus 

T2 Find search tools that query several search engines and 
merge the search results for users’ queries. 

Search Tool 

T3 Find some information on internet security, such as service Internet 
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providers, techniques, and internet security software. Security 
T4 Find programming tools for palm software development. PDA Program
T5 Find some information of a laser color printer for printing a 

digital photo, such as cost or functions. 
Printer 

T6 Find desktop customization software that personalizes your 
wallpapers, icons, mouse cursors, etc. 

Desktop 
Theme 

T7 Find information about home network for file and printer 
sharing, interest access, etc. 

Home 
Network 

T8 Find magazines that introduce the latest web programming 
information  

Program 
Magazine 

 

Table 5-2 Examples of search topics returned in the 1st round of search task “Virus” 

Search Topics 

Avril 
Benjamin Worm 

CIH/Chernobyl 
Computer Viruses and Worms 

Diseases and Conditions 

Ebola 

Feline Immune Deficiency Virus 

Hepatitis B 

Herpes Viruses 

Influenza 

Klingerman Virus 

LoveLetter 
Medicine 

Melissa 

Mononucleosis 

Norwalk Virus 

Pet Health 

Product Information and Reviews  

Public Health and Safety 

Urban Legends 

Virology 

Virus Protection 
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Viruses 

West Nile Virus Infection 

Avril 
Benjamin Worm 

 

Table 5-3 Examples of search topics returned in the 2nd round of search task “Virus” 

Some examples of terms chosen to 

expand for the 2nd round query 

Virus, WWW, Description, Information, Computer, 

Solution, Microsoft, Email 

Search Topics (Without ST Nets) Search Topics (With ST Nets) 

Anna Anna 

Avril CIH/Chernobyl 
Benjamin Worm Code Red Worm 

CIH/Chernobyl CodeRed.A 

Computer Viruses and Worms CODERED.B 

Ebola CODERED.B 

Fizzer CodeRed.C 

Frethem Computer Viruses and Worms 

Goner Fizzer 
Homepage Worm Frethem 

Lion Worm F-Secure Anti-Virus  

LoveLetter Homepage Worm 

Navidad InocuLAN AntiVirus for Windows 95  

Norwalk Virus Lion Worm 

PrettyPark LoveLetter 
Product Information and Reviews McAfee VirusScan  

Public Health and Safety Norton AntiVirus 
Sobig PC-cillin  

Stages Product Information and Reviews  

Virues and Worms Stages 

Virus Protection  Virues and Worms 

Virus Protection Software  Virus Protection  

 

Table 5-4 Examples of search topics returned in the 3rd round of search task “Virus” 

Some examples of terms chosen 

to expand for the 3rd round query 
Virus, Worm, Description, IIS, Web, Proctection, WWW, Server 
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Search Topics (Without ST Nets) Search Topics (With ST Nets) 

Alerts Alerts 

Code Red Worm Code Red Worm 

CodeRed.A CodeRed.A 

CODERED.B CODERED.B 

CodeRed.C CodeRed.C 

Computer Viruses and Worms F-Secure Anti-Virus 

F-Secure Anti-Virus Global Virus Insurance 

Global Virus Insurance Homepage Worm 

Homepage Worm InocuLAN AntiVirus for Windows 95 

InocuLAN AntiVirus for Windows 95 Internet Monitoring and Spy Software 

LoveLetter Online Virus Scanners 

Product Information and Reviews PC-cillin 

Software Secure and Encrypted Email 
Virus Protection Software 

Virus Protection Software Virus Protection 

 

5.3 Discussion 

In this section, we discuss the improvements brought from ST Nets by comparing 

the result obtained from the 5 users as mentioned in the previous section, as the 

human subjects by using the search models with and without ST Nets. Moreover, 

as our search model makes use of ST Nets to find related topics for information 

seeking, the relevancy of documents retrieved from these related topics is 

examined. 

 

Figure 5-4 shows the similarity coefficient of result lists returned by our two 

search models. The similarity coefficient that reflects the similarity of result lists 
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from these two models is calculated using equation 8. The higher the similarity 

coefficient, the closer the two result lists. The first round of results is the same for 

both models, as these two search models take the same initial query for each task. 

Result lists in the second round shows the greatest difference. However, they 

become more similar in the last round where the most relevant results are captured. 

That means these two approaches eventually converge onto a very similar result 

list. 
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Figure 5-4 Average Similarity Coefficient of result lists in two search models 

 

   ),( 21 stq
qrrSimilarity
++

=          (Equation 8) 

where r1 and r2 represents two different result lists, t is the number of document that only exists on 

r1, s is the number of document that only exists in r2. q is the number of document that co-exists on 

both result list r1 and r2. 
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Figure 5-5 shows the number of rounds of search needed to obtain the best result 



list. The line in figure 5-5 illustrates the percentage of search task completed in 

any particular result round. The search model with ST Nets usually takes fewer 

result rounds to complete the tasks. Users using ST Nets usually take 2-3 rounds to 

reach the result lists with the highest precision. System without ST Nets, on the 

other hand, requires 3-4 rounds to get the best results in most cases, demonstrating 

that topics of documents can help to shorten the number of result rounds needed to 

compose the best result list. Figure 5-6 presents this issue in another way, showing 

the cumulative number of complete tasks. 
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Figure 5-5 Number of result rounds to reach a precision peak 
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Figure 5-6 Cumulative number of complete tasks 
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Figure 5-7 Average value of precision values of result lists in each round of search. 

 

Figure 5-7 shows the quality of the result lists returned by the search systems. 

This figure illustrates the average precision of result lists in each round of search. 

The precision of result list is calculated by taking the number of relevant 

documents over the total number of retrieved documents. A document is said to be 

relevant if they are marked as 4 or 5. In fact, the precision peak of both systems is 
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about the same. However, ST Nets approach tends to give better results in earlier 

rounds. 

 

The average cumulative precision, as shown in equation 9, reflects the precision 

of the ranking order on a result list. High cumulative precision means that relevant 

documents are more likely to be ranked in a high position on a result list. Table 

5-5 shows a result list with 5 documents, 3 of them being relevant, when the 

average cumulative precision using equation 9 is obtained. Referring to figure 5-8, 

the ST Net approach makes possible better cumulative precision of result lists in 

the earlier result rounds. This means the ST Net approach generates a rank list 

with more accurate orders. When it gets closer to the last round of search, both 

cases show similar average cumulative precision. But at the last round, the one 

without ST Nets got better results, this unexpected observations are explained by 

the noise of experiments. 

∑
∑
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where N is the number of complete task, n is the number of retrieved documents on result list. 
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Table 5-5 Calculations of average Cumulative Precision 

 Relevance Cumulative Precision 
Document 1 Yes =1/1=1 
Document 2 No =1/2=0.5 
Document 3 No =1/3=0.33 
Document 4 Yes =2/4=0.5 
Document 5 Yes =3/5=0.6 

Average Accumulative Precision 
= 59.0

5
6.05.033.05.01
=

++++  
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Figure 5-8 Average cumulative precision in each round 

 

Both is-child and is-neighbor relations are useful for information seeking in the 

ST Net approach. Figure 5-9 presents the degree of similarity between the sets of 

topics on the result lists generated by the two search systems. The set of search 

topics included on the result lists of the two models become more and more 

similar as the iterations progress, indicating that users get more similar result lists 

in the end. Figure 5-10 shows the proportion of relevant documents within 

selected topics, is-child topics, and is-neighbor topics. Selected topics are those 
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topics of documents that are selected as relevant by users in the previous search 

round. Is-child and is-neighbor topics, on the other hand, are connected by 

is-child relations and is-neighbor relations respectively with selected topics 

chosen by users as initial topics. Again, a document is said to be relevant if users 

award it a 4 or a 5. The figure shows that the proportion of is-child topic drops 

gradually. This may imply that once users have reached suitable topics through a 

few result rounds, any further specific child topics are no longer important to 

users, and users tend to stop searching once they get satisfactory results. A 

continued increase in the proportion of selected topics reflects the fact that 

relevant feedback improves search quality. Moreover, there are significant 

percentages of relevant documents belonging to is-neighbor topics. That means 

is-neighbor relations can be quite useful for seeking useful information. 
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Figure 5-9 Average similarity of search topics visited by two search models 
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Figure 5-10 Proportion of topics providing relevant documents 

 

In the ST Net approach, related topics generated by ST Nets are used as a search 

scope in order to reduce consumption of computation power. It is much more 

cost-effective in comparison with those approaches that have to scan the whole 

database. In our experiments, we have no easy way to determine the number of 

topics searched by the yahoo search engine for each task. However, according to 

users’ ratings, the quality of result lists at the final round given by both models is 

quite similar. Hence the highest precision the two systems achieved can be 

considered roughly the same. In most cases, the ST Net approach helps users to 

get search targets with fewer rounds; that is, users can get the most relevant results 

quicker. 

 

5.4 Summary 
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Incremental relevance feedback, making use of the users’ feedback to modify the 

query, is an effective search technique to enhance search results. The main 



contribution of our approach is to use the topics of document as extra information 

to generate a result list. In addition to those topics whose documents are chosen to 

be relevant, all related topics found through ST Nets are taken into consideration. 

Finally, documents are ranked according to their contents and their topics. 

Experiments show that the approach with ST Nets generally requires fewer rounds 

to reach the similar precision. 
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Chapter 6  

Application in Meta-searching 

 

 

The previous chapter discusses how ST Nets can supplement incremental 

relevance feedback techniques in information searching. This chapter discusses 

another application of ST Net – in enhancing meta-searching. Meta-search engines 

tackle the problem of insufficient information coverage – which we often 

encounter when searching – more effectively than a single search engine does. 

Most, if not all, search engines suffer from this problem in the fact that they 

usually cover only small portions of the vast and growing web. A study even 

concluded that resources that are not indexed by general search engines are 

hundreds of times greater than those indexed resources [5]. Meta-search engines 

searching information with multiple specialty search engines, it seems, is a 

solution to this problem. However, the search engine selection problem, at the 

same time, becomes important while meta-search engines try to include more and 

more search engines to increase the information coverage. This chapter first of all 

reviews the overall architecture of the metasearching process. Next, we describe a 

way to build a directory of search engines, and illustrate how to use ST Nets on the 
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problem of search engine selection. Finally experiments and discussion are 

presented. The terms, “database” and “search engine”, are used interchangeably in 

this chapter. 

 

6.1 The Metasearching Process 

 

Figure 6-1 Metasearching process 

 

There are three main tasks in metasearching: database selection, query translation 

and result merging [30]. Referring to figure 6-1, at first a user sends some 

keywords as a query to a meta-search engine. The keywords are then classified 

into search topics as initial guessed topics. The classification can be performed 
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manually by the user, as supported by Google and ACM (a pull down menu 

allowing users to select topics directly). Alternatively, an educated guess can be 

made automatically. 

 

Next, ST Nets are used to find the related topics of the initial guess. In our model, 

a ranked list of suitable search engines has been assigned to each topic in advance. 

Each topic, in other words, keeps a list of search engines ranked based on how 

well a search engine represents a topic. A final ranking list of search engines is 

composed for further processes, by integrating the individual lists associated with 

the related topics. The search engines on the final list are then meta-searched, for 

example, submitting the query to each search engine on the final list, and 

integrating those retrieved documents into a single result list. In the current 

research, we focus mainly on a way to rank the search engines by using the ST 

Nets. 

 

6.2 Directory of search engines 

The Yahoo search directory, a well-known category hierarchy, is used to develop a 

directory of search engines in our research. It is mainly due to Yahoo’s category 

data in which web pages are ranked and organized by human editors, representing 
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the collective wisdom of human interpretations. Our directory of search engines is 

constituted by associating search engines with appropriated rankings to the 

selected search topics in the “Computer & Internet / Software / Internet” branch, 

based on how relevant a search engine is to the topic. 

 

To determine the ranking of search engines, Webopedia (www.webopedia.com), an 

online dictionary for computer and information technology, providing descriptive 

terms for search topics, is used to generate probe queries. Webopedia is a part of 

the internet.com network of web sites owned and managered by Jupitermedia 

Corporation, providing business professionals with up-to-the minute technology 

news and resources, serves over 20 million unique users each month. To ensure 

correctness of the terms provided by the dictionary, full-time experienced editors 

gather information from standard bodies, leading technology companies, 

universities, professional online technical publications, white papers and 

professionals working in the field. Every definition is verified among multiple 

sources, instead of explaining a term based on just one single source. For the term 

“Java” for example, Webopedia returns “high-level programming language”, “Sun 

Microsystems”, “object-oriented language”, “just-in-time compiler”, “applets”, 

and “web server”, etc. In our experiment, for each search topic in a directory, top 
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5 descriptive terms are found by submitting the name of search topic to 

Webopedia. These five terms and the topic name are used as probe queries. 

 

Our team’s previous work [52] uses (1) the term frequencies of documents, (2) the 

rankings of documents as well as (3) the relevancy score of specialty search 

engines in descendant topics to determine the relevancy score of a search engine 

in relation to a search topic. Instead, only the first two factors are considered in 

the new model that we present in this thesis, yet we consider the factor of the 

hierarchical structures of search topics on different level by using ST Nets. 

Equation 11.1 computes the term frequency in each document returned by a 

search engine responding the probe queries . Equations 11.2 and 11.3 combine the 

term frequency and the ranking of a returned document, while the relative 

importance of the ranking is estimated with parameter τ , set to 0.3 in equation 

11.3 after some experimentation. 

 

To select suitable parameter τ , we have set some case studies in which the 

behavior of the weight of ranking with different values of parameter τ  (0.1, 0.3, 

1) is observed. Illustrated by table 6-1, the standard deviation of weight using 

τ =0.1, τ =0.3 and τ =1 are about 0.03, 0.09 and 0.3 respectively. The main 
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principle for us to choose τ  is to avoid extreme cases. We observe that their 

differences among documents’ weights are either too small ifτ =0.1, or become 

too great if τ =1, and τ  = 0.3 appears to be a reasonable compromise. 
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Normalized by the largest tf’ value, the term frequency in the documents retrieved 

by search engine S for query q is defined in equation 11.4. Equation 11.5 defines 

the relevancy score of a search engine S with respect to a topic C based on the 

term frequency calculation. Eventually, all search engines are ranked by their 

relevancy scores for the selected search topic, as calculated by equation 11.5. 
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where freqi,q refers to the term occurrence of a query q in a document i, and max freqq is the largest 

frequency of the term found in all returned documents. 
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where m is the number of documents returned by a query q, oi is the ranking of a document i, TFS,q 

is the term frequency of a search engine S for a query q, Relevancy_ScoreS,C is the relevancy score 
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of search engines with respect to search topic C, and n is the number of probe queries sent to 

search engine S. 

 

             Table 6-1 The rankings of documents with different τ  

 τ =0.1 τ =0.3 τ =1.0 
Document wi wi wi 
Document1 0.99 0.97 0.90 
Document2 0.98 0.94 0.80 
Document3 0.97 0.91 0.70 
Document4 0.96 0.88 0.60 
Document5 0.95 0.85 0.50 
Document6 0.94 0.82 0.40 
Document7 0.93 0.79 0.30 
Document8 0.92 0.76 0.20 
Document9 0.91 0.73 0.10 
Document10 0.9 0.70 0.00 

Standard Deviation 0.03 0.09 0.3 

 

6.3 Integrating ranking lists of search engine 

Using probe queries, we can rank search engines based on their relevancy scores 

with respect to each topic. For example, the specialty search engine of 

java.sun.com is at the top position of the search engine ranking list of the search 

topic “JAVA” (Figure 6-2 also illustrates more examples). Search topics, with 

associated ranking lists of search engines, are organized in the topics networks. 

But before a meta-search engine returns a result list to respond to a user’s request, 

initial search topics deduced from the user’s input are used to generate related 
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topics through ST Net. Ranking lists of search engines from these related topics 

are then integrated to form a final ranking list. 

 

Equation 12 below estimates the ranking coefficients of search engines for the 

final ranking list based on two factors: the ranking of a search engine in a related 

topic and the strength of the connection from an initial topic to related topic 

(Equation 4). The former is obtained by equation 13 based on the relevancy score 

in equation 11.5. Combining these two factors, equation 12 provides a ranking 

coefficient; the higher is the ranking coefficient, the more relevant is the search 

engine. Naturally, a search engine with a larger ranking coefficient is ranked 

higher. 
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where Re is the ranking coefficient for a search engine e, N is the number of related topics, 

StrengthX i is the strength of topic i with respect to topic x, ranki,e is the ranking of search engine e 

in topic i, and ni is the total number of search engines on the ranking list of a topic i. 
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Figure 6-2 Integrating search engine ranking lists 

 

The search engine selection problem is often resolved by metadata including some 

statistical data, such as the number of documents, term frequencies, etc. But this 

internal information is unlikely to be released to the public. Therefore, many 

meta-search engines have tried to deduce characteristics on their target search 

engines by sending sample probe queries. Clearly then, the metadata constructed 

by this method may not present a complete picture of a search engine. Hence, the 

metadata, in some cases, may not provide the proper response to certain queries. 

Instead, we propose an alternative method which does not depend so much on 

term frequencies and probe queries. The search topic, as a major and new element, 

helps to select the search engine. This approach has several advantages: The 
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networks of search topics describing the whole contents of the WWW make it 

easier to map users’ queries into them, introducing the search topics as a 

parameter in characterizing and ranking search engines reduces the ambiguities in 

ranking search engines. 

 

6.4 Comparing the Significance of Different Types 

Connections 

To develop a directory of search engine, 28 search engines, for this research listed 

in table 6-2, are ranked for the selected search topics occupying the “Computer & 

Internet” branch of Yahoo based on equation 11.5. These search topics with 

ranking lists inside are used to constitute ST Nets as mentioned. The search 

engines in table 6-2 can be divided into several categories: computer companies 

(e.g., www.apple.com), computer languages (e.g., www.java.sun.com), news and 

media (e.g., www.pcmag.com), and software companies (www.microsoft.com). 

Table 6-3 is a search task table in which keywords and search topics are illustrated. 

Counting from the root of the directory from the search topic “Internet”, the 

search topics for the search tasks are mainly located on the second and the third 

levels of the subset of the yahoo directory, where branches in the subset have 

about five levels. Each search topic for the search task listed below is used to find 
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its related topics through ST Nets. The ranking lists of search engines in those 

related topics are used to generate a final ranking list of search engines. 

 

Our experiments evaluate the ranking lists of search engine generated by equation 

12, with the related topics found based on the four types of connections (Chapter 

4). For the first type of connections, the Descendents Oriented, a final ranking list 

is based on an initial topic and those topics connected with is-child relations 

directly or indirectly from an initial topic. The second type, the Immediate 

Neighbor Oriented, considers an initial topic and those topics connected to it with 

is-neighbor relations directly. The third type, the Neighbor Oriented, includes 

those topics involved in the first type and the second type, as well as those topics 

connected by is-neighbor relations from the specific topics of an initial topic. The 

final type, the Neighbor’s Descendents Oriented, on the other hand, includes child 

topics of those connected by is-neighbor relations, and those mentioned in the 

above types. These four types of connections are used to generate ranking lists of 

search engines. In addition, we have also studied the ranking lists generated by the 

initial topic approach and the term frequency approach. The former approach 

(initial topic) takes ranking lists from the initial topic of a search task only. The 

latter (term frequency) approach sends queries to all 28 search engines using 
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relevancy score to rank search engines, where the relevancy score is calculated in 

equation 11.5 (Section 6.3). 

 

For every search task, the top 15 search engines returned by each approach (4 

types of connections, initial topic & term frequency) are used to search 

information. Documents are captured from these selected search engines and are 

composed into a hundred-document-list with a random order. 16 users familiar 

with searching with search engines are invited to perform the experiments where 

the document lists for the search tasks are generated in advance. Each subject has 

to assign a mark to those documents listed on the result lists. There are 5 grades, 5 

being very relevant, and 1 being very irrelevant. The ratings of users are collected 

for further analysis as presented in the next section. Finally table 6-4 presents the 

ranking lists of search engines as generated by the six approaches, for the search 

task “EJB Server” which is described in table 6-3. Overall, the rankings of search 

engines determined by these approaches are quite different, and these observations 

will be discussed in the next section in detail. 

 

Table 6-2 Specialty search engine list 

Search Engine URL 

Apple www.apple.com  
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http://www.apple.com/


Borland www.borland.com 
Download.com www.download.com  
DevSearcher www.devsearcher.com 
DevX www.devx.com 
D-Lib Magazine www.dlib.org 
eWeek www.eweek.com 
IBM www.ibm.com 
Internet.com www.internet.com 
Java Sun java.sun.com 
Macromedia www.macromedia.com 
Microsoft www.microsoft.com 
MSN www.msn.com 
Nooface www.nooface.com  
O’Reilly www.oreillynet.com 
PalmOS www.palmsource.com 
PC Magazine www.pcmag.com 
PC World.com search.pcworld.com 
PCAI www.pcai.com 
PCTechGuide www.pctechguide.com 
Planet Source Code www.planet-source-code.com 
Pocket PC Magazine www.picosearch.com 
Redhat www.redhat.com 
Sun Microsystems www.sun.com 
Tom’s Hardware www.tomshardware.com 
Tucows www.tucows.com 
Web Developer Journal www.webdevelopersjournal.com 
ZDNet www.zdnet.com 

 

Table 6-3 Query tasks 

Task Topic 

Chat system IRC 
EJB Server Server 
Email filter Email 
File sharing FTP 
JSP Java 
JXTA JXTA 
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multimedia plug-ins Browser 
Semantic Web WWW 
Web publishing HTML Editor 
Robot Crawlers, Robots, and Spiders 

Table 6-4 Examples of ranking lists by different approaches for search task “EJB Server” 

TF Initial Topic 
Descendants 

Oriented 

Immediate 

Neighbor 

Oriented 

Neighbor 

Oriented 

Neighbor's 

Descendants 

Oriented 

Borland IBM IBM IBM Redhat Redhat 

Sun Java Microsoft Redhat Microsoft Borland Borland 

DevX Redhat Borland Redhat IBM IBM 

Redhat palmOS Microsoft MSN eWeek eWeek 

Sun 

Microsystems 
MSN PalmOS Borland DevX Microsoft 

IBM Borland eWeek PalmOS Microsoft DevX 

eWeek eWeek MSN eWeek PalmOS Download.com 

MSN DevX O’Reilly DevX Sun Java MSN 

Download.com PCTechGuide DevX PCAI MSN Sun Java 

Internet.com Download.com Download.com internet.com Download.com PalmOS 

O' Reilly PC Magazine Tucows Sun Java O' Reilly PCTechGuide 

Macromedia DevSearcher Sun Java O'Reilly Tucows Apple 

PC World.com PCAI PC World.com Apple PC Magazine PC Magazine 

PC Magazine O'Reilly PCTechGuide Download.com PC World.com PCAI 

Tucows ZDNet Apple 
Pocket PC 

Magazine 
Sun Microsystems 

Pocket PC 

Magazine 

 

6.5 Discussion 

This section discusses the ranking lists of search engines generated in different 

manners. We compare them in term of quantity and quality, investigating the 

factor of making use of search topics on the search engine selection problem. 

Besides, the behavior of the four types of connections mentioned in chapter 4 is 
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discussed also. 

 

6.5.1 Comparison of the Search Engines Generated by each of 

the Approaches 

Figures 6-3, 6-4, 6-5, and 6-6, illustrating the differences among the ranking lists 

of search engines given by the six approaches presented previously, compute the 

similarity coefficient and the rank similarity in these cases: the four types versus 

the initial search topic approach, and the term frequency approach. Figures 6-3 & 

6-5 use the similarity coefficient (equation 14) to compare the occurrences of 

search engines on the corresponding ranking lists. Higher similarity coefficient 

indicates a larger number of common search engines between the two approaches. 

However, this simple method doesn’t show how close the rankings of search 

engines are between the lists. Figures 6-4 & 6-6, on the other hand, apply the rank 

similarity to measure the similarity of the lists of search engines in ranking. The 

rank similarity, as shown in equation 15, averages the differences of search 

engines’ rankings on lists. The value represents the average ranking difference of 

two lists. That is, the lower is this value, the closer are the rankings of search 

engines between two lists.  
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Similarity Coefficientn,v = 
enginesearch  ofnumber  Total

 vandn list  rankingin coexist  enginessearch  ofNumber  (equation 14) 

Rank Similarityn,v n

rr
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iviu∑ −
=

,,

            (equation 15) 

where ru,i and rv,i are the rankings of i-th search engine on ranking list u and v respectively, n is the 

number of search engines coexist in u and v. 

 

Referring to figure 6-3, topic connections range from the Descendants Oriented to 

the Neighbor’s Descendents, which are increasingly complicated are associated 

with a gradually decreasing similarity coefficient. The Descendants Oriented, 

which includes those topics connected by is-child relations only, shows the 

highest average similarity coefficient, since ranking lists in this manner are 

generated by those topics in the same field, so their ranking lists of search engines 

may be more similar. On the other hand, the Neighbor’s Descendants Oriented, 

considering those topics captured by more complicated connections mixing 

is-child relations and is-neighbor relations, shows the lowest similar coefficient. 
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Figure 6-3 Average similarity coefficient of the four types of connections versus the initial 

topic approach 

 

Comparing the ranking similarity of the four approaches in figure 6-4, the 

rankings of the Descendants Oriented and the Immediate Neighbor Oriented are 

closer to that of the initial topic approach. These two connections involving topics 

from less complicated connections in turn may provide result lists with more 

similar rankings. Type four, the Neighbor’s Descendants Oriented, considering 

topics from more complicated connections, gives the more different rankings of 

search engines comparing with others. According to these two figures, ranking 

lists generated by the four manners of ST Nets can be quite different. 
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Figure 6-4 Average rank similarity of the four types of connections versus the initial topic 

approach 

 

A fluctuated graph is the result when we compare those four types of connections 

with the term frequency approach in figure 6-5. More than half of search engines 

on the lists generated by the four connection types are similar to those generated 

by the term frequency approach. Figure 6-6 showing the rank similarity presents 

us the differences of rankings. The first type, the Descendants Oriented, gives 

very different rankings comparing with that of the term frequency approach. In 

contrast, the third type, the Neighbor Oriented, provides the search engines with 

the closet rankings. That means, the lists given by this type is quite close to that of 

the term frequency approach. Overall, these figures indicate that the ST Net does 

at least bring in some new search engines which are not likely to be ranked in a 

higher position with the initial topic approach or the term frequency approach. 
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Figure 6-5 Average similarity coefficient of the four types of connections versus the term 

frequency approach 
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Figure 6-6 Average rank similarity of the four types of connections versus the term 

frequency approach 

 

6.5.2 Comparison of Search Results 

Figures 6-7, 6-8, 6-9 & 6-10 show the quality of result lists of documents obtained 

by the above approaches. Computed by the rankings of users for search tasks 

(Table 6-3) in the experiments, precision is calculated and is used to show the 
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relevancy of result lists in each the search tasks in Figure 6-7. Averaging the 

results of search tasks by each approach, we have Figure 6-8 to illustrate the 

precision of each approach. The term frequency approach that provides for nearly 

all search tasks is the best approach among others. But some approaches using ST 

Nets also have high precision; the Neighbor Oriented connection for example 

gives satisfactory results. The precision of the results returned by this type of 

connections, in some tasks, are very close to those returned by the term frequency 

approach. The proposed ST Net, therefore, is a promising alternative solution to 

the search engine selection problem.  

 

The positive result of the Neighbor Oriented connection also indicates that both 

is-child and is-neighbor relations are useful, as both are included in this type of 

connections. In contrast, the Descendants Oriented and Immediate Neighbor 

Oriented focusing on a single type of topic relations, either is-child or is-neighbor 

but not both, do not return as good results as the Neighbor Oriented. 

 

Even so, the Neighbor’s Descendants Oriented, the extension of the Neighbor 

Oriented, doesn’t outperform the other types. It indicates that considering the 

more specific sub-topics of those topics connected by is-neighbor relations may 
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not improve the precision of search results. Comparing the initial topic approach 

with the four types, the initial topic approach, where we just use the list of search 

engines from the initial chosen topic is the worst approach.  

 

Figure 6-9 considering another aspect of quality illustrates the differences of 

rankings between human judgments and the above approaches. Figure 6-10 shows 

the average of ranking similarity of each approach. To obtain the human 

judgments, we rank search engines based on the average scores their retrieved 

documents are awarded by users on result lists, where 1 being very irrelevant 

document, and 5 being very relevant document, with the experimental system 

returning result for search tasks and collecting the scores of users. Averaging the 

scores of those documents given by the search engines, we are able to obtain a 

ranking list of search engines based on the human judgments. Equation 16, 

illustrating the way to calculate the rankings of search engines by human 

judgments, ranks a search engine with higher value of the function, Human Rank, 

in a higher position. Rank similarity in figure 6-8 is also calculated by using 

equation 15 listed above. The term frequency approach again gets good results, 

and the next best is the Neighbor Oriented. That means the rankings by these 

approaches are quite close to human judgments. Result lists by the initial topic 
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approach gives the worst results. This approach provides result lists with the most 

different rankings compared with those generated by the human judgments. This 

is an indication that ranking lists from the initial topic approach are less close to 

human’s interpretation. 
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Figure 6-7 Precision of each search task using different approaches 
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Figure 6-8 Precision of result list using different approaches 
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Figure 6-9 Comparing search tasks by different approaches to human judgments by 

average rank similarity 
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Figure 6-10 Comparing different approaches to human judgments by average rank 

similarity 

 

Human Ranke = f( AMe )           (Equation 16) 
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AMe = n

n

i
∑ ie,Mark Average

          (Equation 17) 

Average Marke,a = 
m

m

i

auser by  judged Document ofMark ie,∑
    (Equation 18) 

where the function, Human Rank, determines the ranking of a search engine e, based on the 

average mark of m documents of the search engine e judged by n users, which is calculated by 

AMe and Average Marke,a.  

 

ST Nets do help to address the search engine selection problem. However, not all 

combinations of relations within the networks are useful. Comparing the four 

types of connections, the Neighbor Oriented providing reasonable precision and 

rankings is the most preferable. This type of connections, containing both is-child 

and is-neighbor relations, tends to include more comprehensive information. 

However, the Neighbor’s Descendant Oriented, an extension of the last one, 

doesn’t show prominent results at all. That is, those extra topics from that type are 

not so relevant to the search tasks. These extra search topics perhaps deteriorate 

search results, since they are usually far from the initial topic. 

 

6.6 Summary 

Traditionally, the metadata focusing on term frequency is used to solve the search 

engine selection problem. However, the quality of this approach strongly depends 

on the probe queries selected. This chapter discusses how ST Nets can help to 
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address the problem. This approach ranks search engines based on the search 

topics which are deduced from users’ inputs. The final rankings of search engines 

are generated by integrating those ranking lists in related topics found by ST Nets. 

The reason of considering related topics is that one search topic is less likely to 

include all users’ search targets as some relevant information may be hidden in 

other topics. Worse still, some users may not be so good at choosing the most 

appropriate topics. With ST Nets, the problem of search engine selection doesn’t 

depend so much on term frequency. Our experiments show that the approach of 

using ST Nets also returns reasonable results, compared with the term frequency 

approach. Not only are search topics a critical factor on the selection problem, but 

it is also an alternative solution. Moreover, we also analyzed result lists given by 

different types of connections in the ST Nets. There are totally 4 types of 

connections mentioned in chapter 4. Experiments show that the most relevant 

result lists are generated by the third type, the Neighbor Oriented, in which both 

the is-child and the is-neighbor relations are considered. 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusions and Future Work 

 

 

This thesis considers the behaviors and the uses of relationships among search 

topics. We have studied the subset of the ACM digital library and the Yahoo 

search engines. Moreover, we modeled ST Nets that are constituted by search 

topics and topic relationships. Finally, we described the applications using ST Nets 

with the experiments showing the improvements made by topic relationships. 

 

Hyperlinks, connecting web information, have different forms of representations, 

from connections of web pages to academic papers’ references. It is widely 

believed that, the property of a hyperlink hooking together useful information 

should be exploited. Document-to-Document relationships, however, are too 

detailed and low leveled to study. Instead we examine links between search topics 

containing similar documents. To investigate the behavior of hyperlinks at various 

semantic levels, the ACM digital library and the Yahoo search engine are chosen 

as our examples. While the hierarchical structure of the search topics is an 

obvious candidate for research, our observations led us to believe that other more 
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general relations among search topics may constitute a network worth studying, 

and ST Nets combining those relations from the hierarchical structures and those 

relations formed by hyperlinks should therefore be useful when it comes to 

searching. 

 

To build a model with search topics, we consider two kinds of relationship among 

topics, an is-child relation and an is-neighbor relation. These two relations in fact 

correspond roughly to different search techniques. An is-child relation can be 

useful for the situation when a user wants to search something specific with only a 

very general idea of that area. An is-neighbor relation, on the other hand, can help 

those who do not have a clear idea about their searches while browsing or brain 

storming. ST Nets encompassing is-child and is-neighbor relations are then 

constituted in the form of Belief Networks. 

 

We apply ST Nets to enhance incremental relevance feedback and meta-searching, 

studying its behavior, and demonstrating its usefulness. Traditionally, incremental 

relevance feedback considers document contents for query modification. Instead, 

our system considers both the contents and the topics of documents. Experiments 

show that a search model using both the incremental relevant feedback and ST 
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Nets reduces the number of rounds necessary to reach the highest precision. We 

also demonstrate that is-child relations and is-neighbor relations are useful to find 

relevant documents. As for the meta-search engine, we try to use ST Nets to 

address the search engine selection problem. Illustrated by experiments, the ST 

Net approach does provide satisfactory results, compared with the term frequency 

approach. It is strongly based on the quality of training queries, usually used to 

cope with the database selection problem. 

 

7.1 Future Works 

This research considers the uses of search topics’ relationships, which can 

improve information searching. There are a number of possible improvements of 

this research that can be made, and we summarize some of them as follows: 

 

 The weight of the is-neighbor relation is estimated by counting the number 

of cross-topic references, which carries the same weight individually. 

However, some links may in fact contribute stronger relationships. The 

importance of a link can be determined through some explicit factors, such as 

the semantic meanings carried by the label of the hyperlink, the reputation of 

connected web pages, etc. A study [40] has considered those special 
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formatted terms in web pages like a bold text, a large size label, which in turn 

may represent some special information. The way to determine the weight of 

the link should be on the similar direction of their research. 

 

 We define the parameters to vary the importance of the is-child and 

is-neighbor relations so as to suit the search strategies of users. An interface 

which allows users to vary the parameters should be useful. This new 

interface can be as simple as a sliding bar representing the degree of 

uncertainty, where the weight of is-neighbor relations should be larger if 

users are more uncertain about their search targets. Besides, the parameters 

for ST Nets can also be arranged based on the experience of users in term of 

searching information. In this thesis, ST Nets for the experiments is static, 

but it should be another research area that ST Nets can be adjusted for 

different users based on their personal information such as search history, 

search experience, etc. 

 

 When finding related topics connected by is-neighbor relations, some search 

topics can be reached by multiple paths. Consequently, these search topics 

have several values to represent their strength – we always choose the largest 
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one. This circumstance happens more frequently, when ST Nets go larger. A 

more effective algorithm should therefore be worth studying for the purposes 

of finding related topics and calculating the strength of related topics. 

 

 To address the search engine selection problem of meta-search engine, we 

rank search engines by integrating those ranking lists from related search 

topics. However, search engines are ranked in each search topic based on 

probe queries, which are formed by some descriptive terms of corresponding 

search topics. Therefore, it is possible that the final ranking list of search 

engines may not be so accurate to respond to a query. One suggestion is that 

we can submit a query to some search engines with high rankings in each 

related search topic, thereby determining the relevancy of that topic based on 

the results returned from the search engines. However, one should strike a 

balance between accuracy and computation power. 

 

 Personalized search using users’ histories can help to deduce search topics 

for a query. A search topic is usually useful to clear the ambiguities of 

searches, only that some users may feel impatient to provide this extra 

information for their searches. Aside from using text classification techniques 
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to classify search keywords into several categories, personalization is another 

possible way to simplify users’ efforts when defining search topics. Given 

that most users tend to have constant interest areas, users’ histories should 

therefore provide a good indication for deducing search topics. 

 

 With the search scope limited by search topics, search efficiency should be 

improved, compared with the situation where searching information resides 

in the whole databases. This benefit, brought by using ST Net, has been 

mentioned in this thesis briefly, but no formal experiment has been carried 

out in this regard. Hence, further research to estimate how well ST Net betters 

search efficiency is worth considering. 

 

 The effectiveness to find out related search topics is another consideration; 

especially the search topic networks are most likely very complicated in real 

case. With the four combinations of relationships, related topics can only be 

connected by at most one is-neighbor relation; in other words, users can only 

reach the branches of search topics directly connected by an is-neighbor 

relation. Since the scope of related topics is limited to those topics connected 

by is-child relations within the same branch, and those in another branches 
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connected to the initial branch by is-neighbor relations directly, we chose 

“Computer and Internet” branch – one of the largest branches in Yahoo – and 

those search topics in the branches connected by is-neighbor relations to 

build the ST Nets for the incremental relevance feedback and metasearch 

engine, so that the model can be more closed to the real situation in term of 

scale. However, in this thesis, we mainly focus on the quality of search 

results by using ST Nets, with the comparative simple network compared 

with the ontology [23, 24] which has been modeled for semantic search that 

can keep reasonable precision and respond time. However, the effectiveness 

to get search results in term of respond time should be another main focus in 

the future work. 

 

 Web information is being changed from time to time, which causes the 

changes of ST Nets. As discussed, belief networks have strong adaptability 

supported by belief updating algorithms. Therefore, the feasibility of 

applying these algorithms in our model should be further analyzed. 

 

7.2 Publications 

Segments of this research have been presented in the following publications: 
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Terry C. H. Lai, Stephen C. F. Chan, Korris F. L. Chung, Modeling and Applying 
the Cross-topic References for Information Searching, Proceedings of 2nd 
IASTED International Conference on Communications, Internet, and Information 
Technology, Scottsdale, AZ, USA, Nov 17-19 2003, pp. 615-620. 

 

Terry C. H. Lai, Stephen C. F. Chan, Korris F. L. Chung, Applying Cross-Topic 
Relationships To Searching With Incremental Relevance Feedback, Proceeding of 
6th International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems, Portugal, Apr 
14-17 2004, pp. 356-363. 
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